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CHAPTER I
Introduction.

Hopefully personal growth comes to me

through every new experience I encounter.

It is my purpose

and intent to share whatever growth and insight I have gained
in the counseling of delinquent girls with anyone interested,
I feel my major learning has cane through a constant aware¬
ness of my role.

This role was slightly structured by the

Superintendent who explained the tangible duties I was to perform,
I will explain these more fully in Chapter III.
There are many theories of counseling based on the assumption
that a working relationship will be established on such things as
trust, love, and acceptance between the therapist and client.

The

method or technique used to establish such a relationship will
depend upon the individual counselor,

I feel strongly that a

counselor should know himself so that his needs and feelings can
be recognized and separted from those of the counselee.

Self

awareness is as vital as client awareness.
Like most counselors I have been oriented in a theory of
counseling.

Carl. R. Rogers is the theorist who has greatly

influenced me.

His technique and feelings of counseling were

the ones with which I appraoched my new role.

I feel my graduate

study in counseling was more accurately geared for an academic
school setting.

But it certainly provided an adequate basis

for my role as a counselor to delinquent girls.

Once I began
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my work in this area I continued my studies independently.

My

efforts were concentrated upon further insight pertaining to
the "acting out" female.
The term "acting out" is one used by social workers and
counselors in refering to the behavior of the delinquent girl.
Although it is an awkward phrase, it more accurately describes
the individual than the term delinquent.

The females (or males)

behavior is the unconcious acting out of feelings which are re¬
pressed or denied.

The personality development of each girl

has been so limited that sublimation of her needs and feelings
is impossible.

Very often she is coping with an intolerable

situation in the only way she can.

Thus she acts out her feelings,

her conflicts and her needs.
?

There are five major theories of counseling which presently
influence therapists throughout the country.

These theories are

the subject of Chapter II:
1.

Psychoanalytical - This theory is bawed
upon the findings and teaching of Signumd
Freud.

3.

"Self" - Client Centered - Carl R. Rogers
has been the leading figure in the development
of this theory.

3.

Behavioral — This is the scientific and
experimental approach to counseling.
There
are many noteworthy workers in this field
such as Hull, Mowrer and Miller.

4.

The Functional Approach — This theory has been
promoted in this country by F.H. Allen and
J.A. Taft.
They are two professors at the
School of Social W0rk at the University of
Pennsylvania.

4

5. The Eclectical — This theory draws upon
all theories.
The therapist claims no
particular theory as his basis of counseling.
Chapter III is a description of all the entire Institution
and its* functions.

The following questions are answered in

order to cover all aspects of the school.
1.

What is the Institution?

3. Who are the students?
3.

Why are they here?

4.

What does the physical environment consist of?

5.

Ho* is the staff organized?

6.

What are the educational opportunities?

7.

What is the available work training?

8.

What are the recreational activities?

Chapter IV consists of actual case work the author did
during the past year at this school.

The five cases were selected

in order to provide a cross section of the present population.
were chosen primarily on the basis of age.
1JSM.8.

They

The range of ages is

Each chronological year is not represented, but the range

is adequately covered.

Each of the sixty cases counseled is

worthy of individual recognition, but a limit had to be made upon
the amount of cases presented.

Five studies do not allow the

intense presentation one study would require.

Ho*aaver it allowed

the discussion of an adequate samply of cases with sufficient
coverage.

5

1.

Case I - Vicky a twelve year old

2.

Case II

3.

Case III - Dee a sixteen year old

4.

Case IV - Fanny a seventee year old

5.

Case V - Sandy a eighteen year old

Lea a thirteen year old

Chapter V is the conclusion of this Practicum.

In it

the counselor expresses her past and present feeling toward
counseling.

Also the role of the counselor who works with the

acting out female.

CHAPTER II
THEORIES OF COUNSELING AND THERAPY
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Chapter 2
THEORIES OF COUNSELING AND THERAPY
Introduction.

I feel there are as many theories of

counseling as there are therapists.

However, each therapist

has been oriented in one of today*s prevalent theories.
Today there is a trend toward theoretical-experimental
knowledge with practical application.
This is due to
the stress of common interest of the practitioner and
scientist in understanding, predicting, and manipulating
client behavior.1
The theoretical approach was and continues to be of major
importance to all the sciences in their earliest stages.
Counseling is in this earlier stage of theory.

The fact that

*

counseling is still so young, is not the only reason that it
remains in this theoretical phase.
Counseling is a situation in which a client is helped
to acquire a greater flexibility of responses than ho,d
been available to him in meeting new situations.
This definition alone explains why it is so difficult for
counseling to function totally as a science.
situation will differ.

Each individual

There is no doubt that a cooperative

effort of all the theorists will afford greater efficiency to
the counseling field.

The well defined and structured thera¬

peutic relationship will provide uniformity of variable^ which
will be applicable to all situations.

1
Harold B. Pepinsky and Pauline N. Pepinsky, Counseling
"Theory and practice" (New York: The Ronald press Co., 1954) p. 12 .

2
Ibid,

p. 14..
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The generalizations promoted by theories are not meant to
simplify the counselor^ role, rather, they are meant to supple¬
ment his necessary knowledge for dealing with the individual.
/

Chapter two is devoted to the presentation of five currently
functioning theories.
1.

These are:

Psychoanalytical theory

3. "Self" - Non Directive theory
3.

Behavioral (scientific - experimental) theory

4.

The Functional Approach theory

5.

The Eclectical theory.

PSYCHOANALYTICAL APPROACH
Sigmund Freud has been called "the father of the psycho¬
analytical approach".

Freud*s recognization and organization

of the various phases of development laid the ground work for
most psychoanalytical work.

This movement has affected and

influenced psychiatrists, social workers, sociologists,
psychologists, anthropologists, educators and the medical
profession.
Basis of Psychoanalysis.

Some of the earlier and most

important assumptions of psychoanalysis were:
1.

study of emotional life in human organisms.

2.

primitive, biological and sexual impulses
which are instincts for self-preservation

9

3. person1s present behavior caused by prior
emotional experiences.^
The third assumption provided the basis for the sequence of
the developmental stages.

Briefly, these stages are:

1.

Oral ~ mouth centered, need fulfilling stage.

2.

Anal — anus centered, toilet training stage.

3.

Genital - genital centered, awareness of
sexual difference.

4.

Latency -• period when a strong sexual drive
diminishes.

5.

Puberty - period of great physiological change
to both sexes.

Personality Structure.

In the personality structure the

id developed by Freud represents the drive for satisfaction of
all the child's desires.

External control by parents or some

substitute provide the basis for the later development of
internalized controls upon the drive.

This results in the

organization of his superego and conscience.

The manner in

which the individual learns to control and hopefully sublimate
will result in the development of the ego.
The ego refers to the
processes which develop
efforts to discriminate
impulse expression must

organization of cognitive
in response to the individuals
those conditions under which his
be modified.3 4

3
Ibid, p. 39.
4
Edward 3. Bordin, Psychological Counseling (New York:
Appleton Century ~ Crafts Inc. , 1955), p. 108.
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The ego is the "I".

The person as he i6 known to himself and

others.
With the development of the superego most of the traumatic
experiences become unconscious.

Freud says, MIt is the sub—

stitution of something conscious for something unconscious which
makes our work effective.**5

Therefore an intense reliving exn

perience must occur in the therapists—patient relationship.
This is accomplised by the transference of the patientfs feeling
from the parent or some other substitute on to the therapist.
Freud felt that most of the defense mechanisms developed during
the non-verbal period of life.

In order to free the repressed

traumatic material an interaction between the therapist and
patient is needed.

Bordin feels the psychoanalytical therapists

assume that the unconscious material cannot be made conscious
escept through the medium of transference.5
The classical analyst will allow and encourage "free
association** wherein any thought which comes into the patient*8
head is said.

The analyst will expect a discernible pattern of

behavior to be revealed from these comments.

He will then

interject interpretations at a meanirgful time during therapy.
Hopefully the patient will be able to see his own resistance,
and recognize it and deal with it in attempts to overcome it.

-5Sigmund Freud, A General Introduction to psychoanalysis
(Hew York: Permabooks, 8th printing, 1958), p. 442.
6
Bordin, op. cit. p. 108.
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Deep material is not brought to consciousness by deep
interpretation, but by more shallow interpretation of
derivatives of repressed impulses which are already
nearly conscious.'
By contrast a non-directive psychological counselor would
not attempt to uncover infantile repressed material.

Rather he

would deal with material which is conscious to the client at
the time of counseling.
necessary activity*

Nor would it be interpreted as a

According to Bordin, the concepts of

psychological (non-directive) counseling is most appropriate
for those persons who have attained a fairly high degree of
emotional maturity and integration.®
Other Contributing Psychoanalylsts. Jung, was once a
follower of Freud, but found many areas of dissension.
concept of individuation is extremely important.

Jungts

Here we

witness the stress upon developing one's individuality, learning
to express oneself in all areas of behavior.

Eric Fromm later

called this "self-realization"; Goldsteto and Rogers called it
"self-actualization?.®
of the neo-freudians.

This broadening of oneself is typical
8ome authoris in the field of therapy

such as Karin Horney, Eric Fromzn» and Harry 8. Sullivan have
enlarged the area of personal development to include the strong
influencing faotor of one*e cultural milieu.

Eric Eriokson

feels that basic Freudian dynamisms are universal to all
cultures, but that cultures vary in the extent to which
-7-

Ibid, p. 111.
8
Ibid, p* Ha.
0
Pepinsky and pepinsky, op. oit. p. 40-1.
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particular kinds of libidinous fixation are to be founds ©.g.>
some cultures might put more stress on characteristics developed
in the anal stage and the manner in which the phase is handled,
whereas others might stress the oral phase, thus developing
certain stage characteristics.^
present Trends in the field of psyschoanalysis tend to
stress what actually is happening between the therapist and
the patient, rather than stressing earlier traumatic experiences.
The present situation and condition of the client are seen as
being of primary importance,

problems of dependence and hostility

are given much more emphasis today, although sexual factors are
considered important in dealing with neurosis.^
Similarities.

Psychoanalysis has grown toward greater

recognition and value of "self", therefore demonstrating a closer
relationship to "self-theorists*.

Both theories suggest similiar

counselor attitude and technique in counseling.
Differences. However this growing closenss has not overcome
a major difference.

The psychoanalyists will continue to inter¬

pret acceptable material, whereas the self—theorists will not.
They do not feel that the counseling procedure cculd be tested
nor scientifically organized because of uncontrollable individual
differences.

However the Behaviorists through concentrated effort

10
Ibid, p. 44.
11
Ibid, p. 42.
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have conducted tests where psychoanalytical material has been
used successfuly.
NON-DIRECTIVE, CLIENT CENTERED, SELF-THEORY
Introduction,

The non-directive theory has made tremendous

head-way in the past fifteen years under the inspiring and capable
leadership of Dr* Carl Rogers.

Unlike Freud in educational and

motivational background, Roger*s work and theory have also differed.
The name non-directive counseling is derived from Roger*8 basic
theory of counseling.

Respect of man as a dignified human being

supports his feeling that man is able to think for himself and
should be encouraged to do so.

No one knows better than the

individual what his own feelings are.

Reflection rather than

direction is the key to individual growth.
Basis of Counseling.
toward growth.

Roger feels that the man is driven

Man is good and if he is given the proper setting

of love, acceptance and permissiveness, then his drive toward
8elf-actualization and acceptance will be allowed to develop.
Therefore it is hoped that such a situation will exist in the
counseling relationship.
Explanation of Self-Ooncept-Theory.
have many bases.

Emotional disorders

The "whyta** and how to deal with them are the

concern of all therapists.

Roger has offered the following ex¬

planation for the disorder phenomena.

Each individual has an
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image of himself.

It is the "I", the •'me11, etc. he knows.

One

also has an image of an ideal—self; what "I*1 would or should
like to be.

Roger feels that the amount of discrepancy which

exists between the self-concept and the ideal-self-concept will
1?

effect the degree of emotional disorder. °

The individual, who

is emotionally healthy, will have a concept which is more con~
gruent with the ideal-self-concept.

Therefore the counselor

would expect and hope for a reduction of the discrepancy between
the self and the ideal-self image in the growth promoting therapy.
Roger*s and his colleagues have been guided by experiences with
emperical events of the therapeutic process and have attempted
to explain the "why" and "how" of client behavior and change
demonstrating greater self-acceptance.Roger has presented
this study with Rosalind Dymond in Psychotherapy and Personality
Change.
The Therapist*s Role.

Roger stresses the therapist

attitude as being more vital than his technique in establishing
the quality of the relationship.
Roger*s feeling.

Bordin, in his text, backs

In his study, Bordin*s findings supported

the following hypotheses:

The therapist*s attitude toward

the patients, not his theory or technique, makes the relation¬
ship therapeutic.

And he goes on to add that the experienced

therapist1s concepts of the ideal therapeutic relationship,
regardless of their orientation, analytical or noxv-directive,
13
Carl Rogers and Rosalind Dymond, Psychotherapy and
Personality Change (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1954),
13

Pepinsky and Pepinsky, op. cit. p. 36.

89 .
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resembles one another more than unexperienced therapists having
the same orientation.^-4
Developments in Theory*

Rogers, like the neoFreudians,

has come to recognize the importance of the individuals cultural
milieu in determining the manner in which Gold8tienfs adopted
theory of self-actualization will occur*15

also placed a

greater stress on the empathetic feeling of the counselor toward
the client.

This empathy is produced by skillfulness and

sensitivity on the part of the counselor*

Rogers feels this

ability to feel with the client provides the crux of the relation
ship.
The lacking Personality Structure.

Hon directive, or as

Rogers calls it "Client Centered" therapy, has been attacked
because it lacks a coherent theory of personality structure*
Rogers has never set up any such standard*

He is concerned

mth the individual as he exists here and now.
I am, now what do we do with me*

This is what

He states, "it is the phenomena

which are basic, not the theory".^®

But he has attempted to

structure the counseling phenomena somewhat for the sake of the
interested without providing a rigid form.

Flexibility is

necessary.
14
Bordin, op* cit* p. 115.
15
Pepinsky and Pepinsky, op* cit. p. 35.
16
Carl R* Rogers, Client Centered Therapy (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1951), p. 16.
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Differences,

Unlike the psychoanalysts, who stress

transference, Rogers shies away from it.

He feels it is uiw-

necessary, and a growing sign of dependency which does not
necessarily aid the self-developing individual.

Bordin feels

that Roger is correct in assuming that less transference is
necessary in non-directive counseling.

Both realize that trans¬

ference is necessary in non-directive counseling.
that transference to some degree does occur.
following thought.

Both realize

Bordin provides the

Ambiguity in the person*s life forms the basis

of psychoanalysis and therefore transference and projection is
necessary in order to clarify ones feelings in a psychoanalytical
setting.

This is unlike a non-directive setting which is not as

ambiguous and does not create or demand as great a need for
t ran sf e rence.^ ^
There continues

to be a modification and objective rational

to the work of the non-directive, self-theorists.
to be the leading figure in this area.

Rogers continues

HiS work exemplifies the

on-going growth he feels is achieved in successful counseling*
THE BEHAVI0RIST8.
The behaviorists can trace their beginnings to Pavlov1s studies
of behavior under various experimental conditions, but the neobehavior ists feel that their theory began developing after World

n

Bordin, op. cit. p. 145.
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War II.

At this time, there began a closer alliance between

the experimental behavioriets, psychologists, and the clinicians.
However this area is not championed by any specific leader
such as Freud or Rogers.

There are two books which demonstrate

the reconciliation between the psychoanalytical learning approach
to human personality development and behaviorism.

These are,

Mowrer’s Learning Theory and Personality Dynamics. 1950,

and

Dollard*s and Killer’s, Personality and Psychotherapy, 1950.
Development.

The neobehaviorists have come a long way

since the Watson era when it was felt than an organism was merely
molded by its environment.
was Clark Hull.

One man who continued the investigation

His direction for study came from Tolman’s

“intervening variables".

These were to handle complicated un-*

explained channels between observable responses of the organism
19

and their observable antecedent conditions.A

Hull’s studies

with the simpler organisms found that a response which was
drive reducing would be repeated, but a response which was not
drive pattern had to be preceeded by a motivating condition of
drive.
The Two Tools of a Counselor, according to Shaber are:
1.

Conversation - the verbal interaction of a
counselor and client.

is

Bordin, op. cit. p. 145.

19
ibid, p. 46.
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2#

The Relationship - how comfortable the client
is made to feel in the
counseling situation.2^

If the counselor uses these two tools and allows the client
the opportunity to deal with anxiety, then the repressed material
will be received in a more effective manner.
Mowrer and Miller have tended to stress anxiety as the basis
of counseling.

It is during the counseling session that anxiety

(tension and upset concerning an unknown factor which causes
inability to function) is reduced and hopefully dealt with in a
tension reducing manner.

If the learning process occurs during

counseling, the client will more adequately respond to an
anxiety producing situation outside of the counseling relation¬
ship.
Mowrer dichotomizes the roles of therapists into two groups.
The psychoanalysts deal with the neurotically anxious person,
and the counselor deals with the normally anxious person.
Similiarities.
ing process.

Neobehaviorists view counseling as a learn¬

Hopefully the client will develop the ability to

solve problems more adequately.
They, like the psychoanalysts, and self theorists, recognise
the important effect of the cultural environment upon the
individual.
20

Ibid, p. 53.

21

lbid, p. 53.

19

Differences,

The neobehaviorist*s desire to identify with

physical scientists has tended to alienate clinicians.

Both

psychoanalysts and non-directive counselors feel that the
individuality of each therapist, technique, client, and session,
makes a scientific and controlled study vertually impossible.
The narrow and limited studies of human behavior have thus far
been inadequate for clinical research and experiment.

The

therapist is not attempting to scientifically counsel or scien¬
tifically establish a relationship,
THE FUNCTIONAL APPROACH
This theory is mentioned here because it has influenced
Roger and is also accepted by many social case workers,
Allen and Taft, two professors at The Pennsylvania of
Social Work, have been responsible for the interpretation and
adoption of Otto Rank*s theory of counseling.
Basis of Theory,

At the time of Birth, a child will have

to adjust to many frustrations.
needs in some manner,
satisfied his needs.

He will have to satisfy his own

prior to this the mother*s body has
The child gradually becomes more aware of

himself and learns that he is a seperate entity.

The drive for

life and the will to self-actualization strengthen and become a
more specific force,
32
Bordin, op, cit, p, 117.
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Allen feels that neurotic difficulties arise from demands
made upon children before they have the capacity to meet them
adequately•^3
Counseling Relationship,

The therapeutic relationship,

Allen advocates, is not exactly like Roger1® but is similiar.
The emphasis is placed upon the immediate relationship of the
therapist and the client.

It is assumed that the individual

will recapitulate the conflict between his drive for independence
and his drive for dependence.^4

In the counseling situation,

the therapist provides limitations in order to aid the individual.
The client realizes that limitations do not indicate loss of
support.

Hopefully, the client will reach the point of self-

imposed limitations and greater independence and autonomy.
Allen stresses the projection of feeling thus the indi¬
vidual will be able to know and experience himself through
another individual.
important factor.

He feels that interpretation is not the
The counselor should be aware of what the

child is doing or feeling, rather than what he is saying.

His

theory is geared toward the needs of children.**5
Allen's approach is definitely functional.

Many problems

are brought to the counselor; thus he feels that the responsi¬
bility of caring for oneself is the basis of such counseling.

53
Ibid. p. ns.
24
Ibid, p. 120.
25

Ibid, p. 121.
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ECLECTICISM
Theory.

The Eclectic will not claim any particular theory

or orientation for his technique in counseling.

Rather he pre¬

fers to take from all theories idiatever he finds meaningful and
useful.

Bordin interchanges the word eclectic with the phrase

psychobiology.

He explains the psychobiological point of view

as, "an extension of medical practice, in that it involves
emperical, non theoretical sizing-up of the individual as a
totality and the application of some common sense hypotheses
to him and his needs.

It calls ones attention to the face that

man is a biological, social and psychological creature."2®
This looking at man in the above areas is becoming more
and more accepted in universities and counselor training schools.
The psychobiologist feels that he is looking at the total indi¬
vidual more fully than the analysts or counselor.
In viewing the individual, the Eclectic will decide upon
which of the three areas of an individual needs greatest recog¬
nition.

Once the area is recognized, it wculd be developed and

aided through positive use of the adaptive capacities of the
ego.27

5B
Ibid, p. 123.
27
Ibid, p. 124.
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SUMMARY
In all areas of therapy there is interest in the construc¬
tion and presentation of useful and adaptive theories.
logical therapy is a young field of endeavor.

Psycho¬

The therapeutic

process is dynamic and on-going, but all schoolfs of thought are
interested in knowing and defining what occurs in a counseling
relationship.
Contrast,, The neobehavioristw approach therapy in a more
scientific, experimental and objective manner.

The self-theorists

and psychoanalysts knowingly are more subjective in their approach
to counseling.
The neobehaviorists and the self-theorists stress the
immediate situation, rather than reverting to and dealing with
earlier traumatic experiences, as do the psychoanalysts.

However

the trend in psychoanalysis is to emphasize the “here and now"
relationship, rather than earlier stages.
The self-theorist tends to be alone with the theory that
the individual wants growth and is self motivated in this directiaa.
The neobehaviorists and psychoanalysts feel that individuals vary
in their ability to function on their own, and that the skillful
thereapists will recognize the differences and deal with them
accordingly.

23

All Stress the importance of establishing a working
therapeutic relationship between the counselor and client.
This they feel depends upon the ability and sincerity with
which the therapist counsels.
In Chapter 3 is a presentation of the institutional
setting of the Practicum.

CHAPTER III
SETTING

24

Chapter 3
SETTING
Introduction.
institution.

This chapter provides a description of the

It answers these questions:
1.

What is the institution? .

2.

Who are the students?

3.

Why are they here?

4.

What does the physical environment consist of?

5.

HqW is the staff organized?

6.

What is the available work training?

7.

What are the educational opportunities?

8.

What are the recreational activites?

The institution is functioning for the re-education and
control of the ‘•acting out" delinquent girl.

It was founded

in August 1856, 107 years ago, and initially administered by
a board of trustees.

It is the first institution of its specific

nature in the United States.

Later it came under the control of

the Department of Welfare, and presently is directed by the
Department of Education.
The original site consisted of a mansion and two homes on
either side.

The mansion was so well constructed in design and

material that it served as the model for four later buildings.
The entire institution occupies approximately 85 acres and
supports nineteen buildings.

It functions somewhat like an

25

independent community with most services and necessities on the
grounds.
STUDENTS
The girls come from anywhere and everywhere in the state.
The reasons for a girl's commitment to the institution may
differ, but they are all sent here through the looal courts.
The complaints against these girls include:
1.

Stubborn Child

2.

Delinquent girl

3.

Runaway

4.

Truant

5.

Fornication

Their transfer to our institution is usually a last resort, due
to other unseccessful attempts at control or solution.
This transfer will be due to:
1.

Unsuccessful probation

2.

Inability of religiously oriented
agencies to deal with the girl

3.

Failure of adjustment to a foster
home or some other placement

4.

Any severe acting out, such as,
extreme promiscuity, stealing and
destroying of property

Time.

The length of time for comnitment also differs, but

a girl's first commitment generally lasts a year.

Usually a short
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interim is spent at a detention center before coming to the
institution.

If a girl is being returned, because of violation

of parole or for some other reason, the period of time will vary
from three to six months or perhaps for the completion of the
school year.

Another exception is made when a girl has a

seventeenth or eighteenth birthday before the year^ completion*
Between the years seventeen and eighteen, a girl may be given her
release, and the Board no longer will assume responsibility for
the girl.
Parole.

When a girl is paroled out, it will be to:

1*

Her home

2.

Foster home

3*

Work placement

If a girl is to be released, it will be following a short
period of parole; otherwise the parole period will be for one
to two years, depending upon the girl*s age*
If any girl is seventeen or eighteen and has been released
from the Bo&rdis directions and again goes to court, she will
then be sent to a reformatory.
PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT
The Administration building is the first one meets upon
entering; it is a large wooden house.

Here is the private office

and the living quarters of the superintendent.

At the rear side

of this building is the entrance to the main and somewhat public,
general office.

This general office not only holds all the
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records of the girls, such as past histories and home locations,
but here also all treasury “work, payroll and officd work is
performed.

In one corner, set somewhat back, is the desk of

the Director of Program and Training.

The office is not private*

All incoming cars, mail, phone calls and guests must first go
through this office*
The majority of buildings are the Pottages which are the
housing quarters of the girls*

They are large brick buildings

with an obvious main entrance, but with a less noticeable rear
entrance.

They are one of three shapes, L, U, T; the L and T

shaped interiors are easier to supervise.

Usually the girlfs

bedrooms are located on the second floor.

Within each bedroom

is a bed, a night stand and some sort of closet.

Also, the

bath and toilet facilities axe located on this floor.

In one

instance the shower room is located on the first floor.

The

Dining room is on the first floor in whi oh there is a movable
chair and table arrangement, with four girls assigned to a
table.
room.

The recreation room is usually adjacent to the dining
Here is held any recreation within the cottage.
The 8ohool Building is located somewhat to the reax of

the grounds, with a play field on the lefthand side.

The main

floor provides space for the principal^ office and the four
major olassrooms.

The arts and crafts room and the gymnasium

are located in the basement of the building.

The auditorium.
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sewing room, and the music room are set upon the third floor.
The power sewing area is also located here, but it comes under
the control of the work projects.
The Chapel is simple and beautifully so.
in front of the hospital and school building.

It is located
This chapel

services both Protestant and Catholic religious needs.

It also

provides the setting for any largely attended program.
The Laundry is located in the rear extension of one of
the central cottages.

All the heavy and bulky work, such as

sheets, towels, and morning dresses are done here.

The girls1

own personal clothing is done by themselves.
The Bakery is in a seperate wooden building.

All the bread,

rolls, and most of the desserts for the cottages and staff
quarters are made at the bakery by girls, under the direction
of a matron.

A cannery, connected to the barn, is used in the

summer months.

Most of the maintenance equipment is kept in the

barn.
The Hospital building serves more than the general function.
It houses and cares for some medical patients.

It also houses

the most difficult girls on the grounds, usually numbering 10~*12.
These girls do not function well in a groi^p, and they do not
eat together, but individually in their rooms.

In the medical

part of the building, girls go daily for medication and any other
physical needs.

The dentist has

an equipped room provided for
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for him in the baaement of the hospital building.
Across from the main office building is a General Office
Building which since has been renovated, and now provides office
space for the chaplains, parole officers, the psychiatrist and
counselors.

Each has a sepera.te office.

The interior of the

building is a main hallway with parallel offices on either side.
The clothing needs for the girls are also cared for in another
part of this building.

The grooming room is located in the left

wing of this building.
Each office has a desk, chair and school phone in it.

The

only disadvantage of some offices is that the board walls are
so thin it allows listening to one another.
STAFF
The entire program under which the school functions is
controlled by the Department of Education.

There is an organized

board which is headed by a chairman and which constitutes a group
with the specific purpose of providing and caring for the delinquent
child.

These children come into the direct care of this board by

judgment passed in local courts.

The chairman is in charge of

approximately nine programs, set up in nine various locations
throughout the state.

He and the Board also work with outside

state organizations, such as those which are religiously affiliated,
but which serve the same function.
The Superintendent of the school functions under the adminie-.
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t rat ion of the Chairman and the Bo&rd.

However she is able to

provide and execute her own philosophy and ideas.
major voice of authority.

8he is the

She maintains the primary responsibility

of the school and major decisions can only be made or accepted
by her.

The girls recognize her authority, and she deals with

them so kindly that few ever question her decisions or policy.
The Superintendent and the Assistant Superintendent are
required to live on the grounds.

Either one or the other is on

the grounds at all times because they are the only ones who can
make and execute major decisions.

All the administration handle

chastisement problems.
The Assistant Superintendent^ area of work includes the
organization of schedule for the cottage matrons, work matrons
and any other matrons.

She also has the responsibility for the

cottage living of each girl.

The girls find the Assistant

Superintendent more accessible than the Superintendent, and
tend to take many personal matters to her listening ear.

When^

ever the Superintendent is away the Assistant Superintendent
assumes full responsibility.
The third administrative position is held by the Director
of Programs and Training.
the girl directly.

This area of endeavor provides for

She is in charge of arranging almost all the

programs of the girl except for the school classes.
assignments are made for the girls by her.

But all

Each girl^ schedule
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is set up Individually each month, and the girl*s needs, abilities
and expressed wants are considered.

The schedule induces school

programs, work programs, and recreation programs.
She has two full time assistants.
responsibility.

Each one has a dual

One is both the school physical educator and

recreation leader during evening and week-end recreation.

The

third member of the recreational staff is the music teacher, choir
director and general recreational aide.

She is aleo extremely

active in promoting good relations and programs among the townfs
womens clubs.

Girls at the school benefit greatly from the

women1s attention.
Delinquent girls tend to have a great deal of energy.

If

the energy is constructively channeled, it will encourage them
to use it in a healthier and more acceptable manner.
Office Staff.

The main office staff is vital to the entire

organization and functioning of the school.

All calls, visitors,

and activities are controlled through this office.

Also the pay«

roll and monetary problems are dealt with by the main office
staff.
Pottage Staff.

Each cottgge is systematically staffed.

T*o matrons are usually in charge of the girls at all times.
The only time that one matron is in charge is from 10 p.m. to
6 a.m. when the girls are bolted into their rooms for the night.
The Head Matron sets the manner of control for all matrons in
each specific cottage.
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During the day the Kitchen Matron who is responsible for
preparation of the day*e three meals, is in control of all the
dining room activities.
The personality of all matrons means much to the girls,
for these women are the house mothers.

The effect they have

upon the girls is inmeasurable.
School Staff.
heads the school.

As is true with all schools, the principal
She does not have to answer to any school

committee; rather the Superintendent of the institution is her
immediate supervisor.
for school offenses.

She is in charge of issuing punishment
Sh© also deals with the most unmanageable

girls.
She heads a school staff of six full time teachers who
cover an ungraded class through grade ten.

The only graduation

certificate issued from the school is given upon successful
completion of grade eight.

The curriculum is based upon state

requirements for subject responsibility and point achievement.
There are three divisions of classes scheduled for both the
morning and afternoon sessions, and the girls change classrooms
for various subjects.

Of the six teachers, one is the sewing

teacher and the other the physical educator.
There is a skeleton staff responsible for art classes and
music classes, etc.
Work 3taff.

A group of supervisors also bearing the title

of matrons are responsible for carrying out areas of work training.
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The general appearance of the offices and any other area
which is not the direct responsibility of a cottage, comes under
the scrutiny of the staff cleaning matron and the girls in her
control.
A centrally located Laundry area cares for the bulk wash
on the entire school grounds.

The girls learn to manage the

large machines and presses.
The Bakery matron supervises the bakery products for the
entire school, bread, rolls, desserts are examples of the work.
Power sewing is taught by an experienced stitcher who is
known not only for her ability, but also her ever changing pro¬
verbial instruction.
The grooming room is supervised by a professional licensed
hair dresser.

As her assistant, a girl with some grooming train¬

ing i8 preferred, but if none is available a girl is chosen by
merit.
The Medical 9taff.

A ia©ekly visiting doctor cares for the

extreme cases of illness and is always on contact for diagnosis
and prescription.

No surgery is performed by this female doctor.

She is primarily a consultant.
The most important members of the medical staff are the
two fulltime nurses, who have an extremely full schedule.

Many

girls receive medication and it is the responsibility of the
nurses to distribute the prescriptions.

They are always plagued
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with some cut or carving which may or may not be self inflicted
by the girls themselves.
The hospital also houses another medical facility, that
of the dentist.

The dentist comes once a week and is faced with

the phenoninal task of attempting to care for approximately one
hundred and forty mouths.

Most of the girls have neglected their

teeth hideously.
Clinical St&ff.

Here we really witness the need being ui>-

fulfilled.
The only consistent contact with a Psychiatrist any girl
has is once every two weeks.

The fact that this man has to

service the total population would easily demonstrate the extreme
limitation which must be placed upon those chosen to meet with
him.

He counsels very few.

Mainly he meets with, evaluates

and diagnosis the most difficult, troubled and emotionally di^
turbed.
The bulk of the actual counseling work is serviced by the
full time counselor.

There are more than one counseling openings,

but for many reasons such as poor pay, isolated location, few
potentials, the need remains with one counselor supplying the
demand.

The counselors load varies from twenty-five to forty

girls.

The full time counselor^ case load is somewhat abetted

by counselor—in-training Mho come to the school once a week and
carry nominal case loads.
The counselors are to meet with the girls for personal
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interviews and. counseling.

This schedule may be set up according

to the counselor^ desires*

The counselor is responsible for

arranging week-end visits home for each girl after a six month
commitment period and then again at a ninth month period*
The counselor prepares a written report encompassing all
the activites of the girl while she is at the school.

It is a

general progress type report*
The part time counselors services are the same as the full
time counselor, but the degree of intensity differs, due to the
short hours and the small case load*

Whatever their contribution,

it is needed and useful
Chaplains. The religious and spiritual life of a girl is
the responsbility of the pastors of the two major religious groups
represented.

A Catholic priest and a Protestant minister care

and provide for the majority of the school.

If by chance there

should be any other religious group represented, then a personal
representative of the sect will be alio* ed to care for the girl.
Both Protestant and Catholic church services are conducted
every Sunday morning.
religious groups*

Religious instructions are given for both

Many of the girls are baptized and confirmed

at the school for the first time.

Their religious affiliation

is decided by their parents own membership rather than their own.
Maintenance.

There is a full time maintenance crew at

the school at all times.
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WORK ENVIRONMENT
All the girls who are sixteen and over are given full time
work assignments with a day off during the week.

The work

assignments are varied and are not too severe, but they do pro¬
vide a full day with practical learning experiences for the girls.
Kitchen work within the girls own cottage offers the least
difersification.

The girls are not allowed to see the others nor

to walk the grounds.

Work assignments are changed once a month.

Kitchen chores include cooking, baking, serving, clearing,
working and cleaning for every one at the three daily meals.
Week-ends involve waxing and thorough clean-up for the next week.
There are two kitchen assignments which are given for good
behavior.

They are the main office kitchen which serves the

administration, chaplain, counselors and any guests, and the
kitchen which serves the cottage in which many of the staff is
housed.

Any of the kitchen work will be invaluable experience

in homes, waitressing, etc.
Power Sewing is an extremely valuable skill for the girls
to learn.

So few finish high school that factories employ most

of the girls.

This work provides experience and also enables

them to see if they will enjoy this area of work.

They are

taught gradually and each is allowed to progress at her own rate
of learning.
Grooming room experience is limited to a few.

Actually
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those who have had some experience in hair care are selected
above inexperienced girls*
The Bakery offers an excellent opportunity for the girls
to gain baking experience.

It is also a popular assignment

because of the relaxed atmosphere of the entire operation and
supervision that the matron provides.

The baking results are

excellent considering the quality of the ingredients and the
limited variation suggested.
Staff cleaning is a nebulous assignment.

It involves

what ever the staff feels needs cleaning, like the main office,
1 I

the offices in the two office buildings, raking leaves, shoveling
snow or other little things Which need to be done.
The Sunaner program provides some variation since it is the
growing season of the school.

Most of the year*s vegetable

supply comes from the summer production.
Oannery.

These vegetables which are frozen and preserved

are taken care of during the summer assignment at the cannery.
The cannery is an exceptionally cool place to work and many
girls are happily assigned to this project.
Most of the summer assignments carry a more carefree
attitude which is associated with the season; therefore the
girls really look forward to it.
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EDUCATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
The school building has exceptionally large classrooms.
To have over 20 delinquent girls in one classroom is an
extremely taxing and a poor educating situation.

Since it is

typical of the "acting out" girl to do poorly academically and
to place little value on education, school is something which
one must bear until the age of 16 when one may quit.

Any girl

who is successful in school byond the tenth grade may be
considered more integrated and the few who have intentions of
conpleting school are more rare.
success is below average.
to the girls.

The level of academic

"Just passing is fine," according

Although a girl is scorned for academic success,

it is secretly admired by many of the girls*
The school day begins at 9:00 A.M. and goes until 11:15.
They then go to their cottages for lunch.
and remain until 4:15 P.M.

At 2:00, they return

The lowest grade is an ungraded

one, and in this case the ungraded class is combined with the
sixth grade.

Since most girls who come to us are between ages

of 11-18, it is expected they will have reached the sixth grads.
Usually most of them have, but their level of performance goes
as far down as the third grade.

Combination ungraded and sixth

grade has one teacher for all academic subjects.

They only

move for such classes as, sewing, music, physical education,
and arts and crafts.
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The 7th, 8th, 9th, and partial 10th grade classes have
no homeroom, but rather move to their various classroom assign-*
ments*

There are three teachers responsible for the academic

subjects*

One18 teaching load is mainly English and Biology,

another, Math, Bookeeping and Typing, and the third, History
and Civics.

The physical education instructor is responsible

for the gymnastics and health classes*

Sewing and music are

taught by two other qualified instructors*
Many of the girls do not attend classes all day.

Some

attend morning classes and have afternoon assignments: others
have morning assignments and come in for the afternoon classes*
Still others may have a full time work assignment, but can
choose to elect afternoon typing or gymnastic classes*
RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES
An extremely necessary and fortunately well—organized
program of recreation is planned for the girls*

Certain areas

of recreation are not gained by achievement, but the withdrawal
is one of the more dreaded punishments*

There are evenings

of recreation, such as the Sunday program of HA" parites which
indicates that the girl has not received a «DH for misconduct
at any time throughout the week.

Occassionally a special treat,

such as swimming or bowling is planned for those with an
accumulation of "A" parties*
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General Recreation consists of an evening program following
supper.

The entire population does not engage in the planned

evening^ activities, but a certain system is set up wherein
everyone participates sometime during the week.
program is quite varied.

The evening

It may be general games, or practice

for some competitive sport.

Thursday night recreation is usually

a motion picture presentation.

Saturday afternoon and Sundday

afternoon also has a general recreation program.

Sunday evening

is "A" party time.
In the winter season the program is organized accordingly—
sledding and ice skating are extremely popular recreation.

In

the summer, swings, see-saws, and swimming, softball and tennis
are the activities.

The recreational activities these girls

enjoy are things that they have never had the opportunity to do
or to even think that they would enjoy.
Summary.

This chapter has presented the setting in which

the counselor functions.
case studies.

Chapter 4 will consist of five actual

/

CHAPTER IV
FIVE CASES
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CHAPTER 4
FIVE CASES
Introduction,
have counseled.

Chapter four presents five cases which I

Each study includes:

1,

Background Material

2,

Additional Information

3,

Counseling

4,

Conclusion

5,

Follow Up

These headings represent the structure of my counseling
procedure.

The administration assigns certain girls to the

counselor.

The usual case load is approximately thirty-five

girls.

The counselor has no choice in the selection of clients.
Once a girl is assigned, I acquaint myself with the case

history of the girl.

These histories provide the most accurate

account of the client*s Background Material.
feelings and views are rarely included.
lation is made at this point.

However the client*s

Some diagnostic specu¬

However it is not until I meet

the girl and become aware of her feelings and attitudes that I
commit myself to further speculation.
The Additional Informat ion includes facts which also are
important and more clearly explain the assignment.
The Oounseling relationship is not rigidly structured, but
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affords the flexibility necessary to growth and development.

The

clients needs, behavior and feelings are of primary importance
to the relationship.
The Conclusion is not an indicator that the counseling was
voluntarily terminated by either the counselor or the client.

It

more accurately indicates the ending of the counseling sessions
necessitated by transfer, parole or possible hospitalization.
The conclusion is an evaluation and viewing of what has ooourred
during counseling.
Unfortunately, the Follow Up involves the minimum of com-*
munioation.

Once the client returns to the original disruptive
i

setting (and in most oases, oircumetsnoe make it so) most of the
active communication between the counselor and client breaks
down.

Actually a parole Officer is supposed to continue in the

role of counselor outside the school setting.

However, most

parole officers are so overloaded with work that any but the
minimum of counseling is impossible.
The five oases were selected primarily on the basis of age.
Some of the specific age groups at the school had to be omitted
in order to maintain the limitation of five.

However the age

range of the present population her at the school was covered.
The cases were seleoted with much difficulty, but with an attempt
not to have much overlapping of background.

A cross section

of the population is presented and age difference provided the
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criterion for selection,

Each girl counseled is worthy of

presentation, hut objectively or subjectively a choice was
necessary and they are as follows:
Case I, Vicky, is the youngest client, having recently
celebrated her twelfth birthday*

She is retarded in all phases

of development.
Case II, Lea is a thirteen and one half year old.

She is

sullen, distrustful and is afraid of any meaningful relation¬
ship.
Case III, Dee, is an attractive, somewhat promiscuous
female who is sixteen years old.

She eagerly accepts love

wherever and however it is given.
Case IV, Fenny, is a seventeen year old negro girl who
has recently converted to the Black Muslim religious sect.

Her

strong motivation for growth is limited by her feelings of
hate, guilt and rejection.
Case V, Sandy, is a beautiful eighteen year old female.
She is driven toward independence, but her dependent needs are
so great that they create a tremendous hinderance.
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CASE I

Background Material.

VICKY

Vicky recently celebrated her

twelfth birthday, but fails to show the developing signs of
puberty, which usually accompany chronological growth.

This

retardation of growth has been exhibited throughout her life.
Her father, Mr. Moody, experienced the same type of retardation.
Hi8 physical and verbal abuse of Vicky may have been the result
of his feeling8 concerning himself.
was ugly and stupid.

He would tell her that she

When Vicky was eight, Mr. Moody left home

following a violent argument with his wife and never returned.
Vicky had always been a quiet girl, but she became hyper¬
active following the departure of her father.

She would throw

knives at family members without provocation.

She would say

that she wanted to set the house on fire.

Then she would

expose herself and run about the home naked, yelling out
vulgarities.
This type of behavior was both threatening and dangerous
to all family members.

At one point, she locked her mother into

the bathroom and told her that she was setting the house on
fire.

The mother attempted to signal neighbors but had fainted

when they finally arrived.
Vicky was committed to a state hospital for observation
and classification.
was released.

She was not found to be psychotic, and

Her mother was unable to control Vicky.

The
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decision was made to transfer her to this school#
The administration felt little growth would result
from counseling, however they felt that such a young, immature
child needed a warm, understanding and supportive mother figure.
She was assigned to the counsellor with this purpose in mind.
Counseling.

The girl displayed much pleasure in being

assigned to a counselor.

She tested the counselor's patience and

permissiveness during the first meeting and continued to do so
throughout the entire relationship.
seated.

Vicky wDuld not remain

She would draw upon the counselor's desk.

Then open

every drawer of the desk and investigate the contents.
would then demand gum and candy.

She

A repetition of this performance

was attempted every time she came into the office.

One particu-*

larly playful day she tried to see if she could poke out the
counselor's eyes.
The counselor realizdd that permissiveness would not help
this girl who was unable to control herself.

Therefore the

counseling session was more structured and controlling.

The

rigidity and consistency was necessary and proved valuable to
client and counselor.
Vicky was unable to verbalize her feelings.

However she

would ask the counselor to assist her in various activities
such as writing home to mother or the superintendent.
to aggravate and provoke the counselor.

She tried

Then she would say,
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"You don*t like me do you?"

The counselor atterupted to mali>*

tain an accepting relationship with firm, consistent support
and control*
The client's feelings of worthlessness and self-hate
were exposed in her reaction to the girls at the school*
admitted feelings of inadequacy and insecurity.

She

She would then

try to evoke sympathy by saying that the girls took advantage
of her small size.
protect her.

Everyone seemed to, but some adults would

She needed and wanted this protection and control.

8he had many dependent needs and felt their lack of fulfillment.
She preferred not to discuss her family, but she did
bring pictures of them for the counselor to see.

When her

father was mentioned she became quite withdrawn, refusing to
talk.

Fothing else was said about the father*

One day she

voluntarily said "I don't want to talk about my father.
was mean to me."

He

She had probably wished him gone and hie

leaving evoked tremendous feelings of guilt.

She displaced

some of these feelings upon other family member s.

Vicky was

allowed to go home for a visit during her commitment here at
the school.

Her mother was extremely pleased with the girl's

apparent improvement.

However she is still considered threaten¬

ing to her younger siblings.

She constantly demands attention

with questions and aggravating actions.
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Conclusion,

Vicky has developed some self control.

She

will not touch anything in the office without asking for per—
mission to do so.

She has accepted the limitation placed upon

her in the counseling situation and will leave when her counsel¬
ing session has ended.

She needs and utilizes the counselor

when she wants adult supervision, protection and understanding.
The client is aware that she intimidates her mother.

The

girl needs and wants constant attention.
The client18 need for counseling is severe, but any success¬
ful growth will require a tremendous amount of time, energy and
consistent firm control.

Her needs would best be met in a

psychiatric setting, however there are none available or willing.
Therefore the firm control of the school will best serve her
needs.
Follow-up. Vicky was paroled home for the summer.

It was

realized that she would not succeed in a public school setting
and therefore would return here in the fall.

Unfortunately

Vicky had to be returned to the school in two weeks.
had been unable to handle her needs sufficiently.

The mother

The client

was able to control her feelings for a short time, but she could
not remain in the home setting without reacting to the anger
and confusion she feels.
academic year.

She will remain at the school for another
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CASE II

LEA

Background Haterial. Lea is a lanky, unkempt, thirteen
year old female.

She recently graduated from the eighth grade

here at the school.

Her measured I.Q. is 115, one of the highest

Intelligence Quotients in the school.

The counselor observed

during the administration of a W.I.S.C. test that Lea is able to
deal with concrete and observable phenomena, but has difficulty
in conceptualization.

Her thought processes being hampered by

emotional defenses.
Lea is the youngest of three Reynold children.
illegitimate child, but does not know this.

She is an

Mr. Reynold divorced

her mother when Lea was six months old, on the charge of adultery.
Mr8. Reynold then remarried a Mr. White.
terminated when Lea was four years old.

This marriage was
The mother then is

supposed to have married her present husband, Mr. Marsh.
there is no legal record of this marriage.
the use of hi s legal name.

However

She merely assumes

She continues to live with Mr. Marsh

and care for the four sons she has borne him.

Mother drinks

heavily and apparently can not handle the confused situation
adequately.
Additional information.

Mrs. Marsh claims that Lea has

always stoel change and trinkets.

And she can lie easily.

It

is felt that Lea*s frequent absences from home were caused by
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Mr- Marshes harsh physical abuse.
to assaultive punishment.

The mother is also subjected

Apparantly she can not protect the

children, instead they attempt to protect her.

The mother1s

own inadequacies and ambivalent feelings prevent her from pro¬
viding the love Lea needs so desperately.

Lea!8 older sister

is also at the school and is also protective of the mother.
Lea h8s had no other counselor — client relationship.
Counseling.
rarely smiles.

Lea is a solemn, hostile appearing girl, who

She was so uncomfortable during the initial

meeting that the counselor suggested going for a walk.
suggestion was eagerly accepted.

This

Lea attempted to impress the

counselor with her feelings of independence.

She said "IWe

taken care of myself and will continue to do soB.

She had

no problems; wanted no help, but liked having a counselor.
The client clearly loved her mother and hated her stepfatheer
and would claim no other feelings toward them.

She was not

close to any of her siblings.
Lea was extremely guarded and demonstrated a rigidity of
feelings.

She admitted no ambivalence of feeling toward any¬

one except her counselor.

This she did by saying *1 donft

need a counselor, but I like having one.*

Her relation of

meaningful incidents were presented with no demonstration of
emotion.
As counseling continued, Lea*s feelings toward men became
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increasingly hostile.

She had experienced no lasting or good

relationship with a male figure and ffelt that they were cruel
and threatening.

Her mother has failed to provide the necessary

love and firm support Lea demands.

There also seems to be a

lack of communication and control from the mother.

Lea has

strong doubts concerning the sincerity of her mother*s love,
but she respresses any such thoughts.

Lea becomes quite angry

and hostile when these feelings are made apparent.

She then

defends her mother and will refuse to discuss their relation¬
al ip.

Lea also uses her stepfather as a scapegoat: the feelings

of hate, doubt and insecurity are all directed toward her
stepfather.

She will also punish and blame herself before

accepting mothers real role and lack of feeling.
Lea does not trust any adult.
ing, unfeeling and cruel.
toward adults.

Her rebellion is overtly directed

She will hide in closets, lie toadults and feel

no guilt afterward.
back."

She sees them as threaten¬

This is her way of saying "I can fight

Lea*8 lack of trust was brought out in the reality

situation of counseling.

She told the counselor, »Your*e

very nioe and I like you, but your*e an adult too.
trust you.

*

I can*t

Lea hates authority and distrusts people.

Conclusion.

The counseling was hopefully directed toward

a greater understanding of the real family situation.

However
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her strong protective defense of her mother remains constant
whether the mother corresponds or not.

Lea continues to cling

to her ideal mother with child like need and fantasy.

She

feels that people are trying to keep her from this mother and
love.
Lea achieved many positive goals while at the school.

She

graduated from the eighth grade and was awarded trophies for
successful sport competition.
supported in counseling.

These attainments have been well

Ego growth was noted in correspondence

to mother citing the above achievements.

She had told the

counselor that they were not important.
However Lea*s strong dependent needs have prevented much
significant growth from occuring.

The client wants love so

much and will respond to warmth, but is too afraid to form any
strong meaninful attachment.

Her above average intelligence

can not compensate for lack,of love.

She is quite young, but

has tremendous feeling of hate and anger which may never be
overcome.
Follow Up.

Lea was paroled home following a year commit¬

ment at the institution.

The board and administration felt

little more could be done far Lea at the school.

However her

mother and Ur. Marsh refused to accept her at home.

Lea is

still at the school and is waiting for a foster home placement.
The counselor asked to see her.

Her attitude was as expected.
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She lias become more withdrawn and hostile refusing to discuss
anything.

However he eyes watered when her mother was mentioned

The counselor feels that Lea will repress her feeling
more and more.

Her personal growth will be minimized unless a

meaningful relationship with an adult can be made.

Prognosis

appears to be very poo® at this point.
CASE III
Background Material.
sixteen year old female.

DEE

Dee is a strikingly attractive
She has much to learn about personal

appearance however; regardless of what she does her lovely
ashen hair and sad, olive green, eyes are attractive.

She

has experienced constant relocations throughout her life due
to her father18 service attachment.

She even spent some time

in a foster home when she was two and again when she was four.
Her acting out began when she was ten years old and it was
later die covered that at this time her incestuous relationship
with her father began.
Additional Information.

Her mother has applied to out¬

side services for help with Dee*s problems.

Dee has been

institutionalized several times prior to her commitment to
this school.

She also has experienced much worthwhile therapy

from psychiatrists and social workers.
Counseling.

During the initial meeting she verbalized
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her feare of another couneling involvement by saying that she
was tired of telling the same stories over again*

Apparently

she felt the loss of a counselor as a rejecting experience and
she was not eager for another accepting-rejecting situation*
It was obvious that her previous relationship had enabled her
to recognize some of her feelings and verbalize them.

She was

careful not to center upon herself but occasionally her own
feelings of inadequacy and self-hate became evident.

She re¬

sponded well to warmth and the more supportive remarks of the
counselor.
As our meetings continued, her feelings of worthlessness
became more evident by her self-depreciatory remarks.
became more guilt laden.

She

The counselor did not attempt to

eradicate these feelings of guilt but rather discussed them in
an attempt to lighten the burden.

Depression became more

noticeable with increased awareness of her own guilt feelings.
However, interest in her appearance increased.

Some feelings

of self-acceptance were evidenced by her comment, "Itm not
going to bleach my hair anymore.

I like my own color.*

Deefs mother and father were married and divorced, then
remarried.

Their permanent divorce followed when the mother

discovered the incesuous relationship.
Apparently the relationship between Dee and her mother
was not good because Dee engaged in this incestuous act from
age ten to twelve.

Mother never knew.

The mother discovered
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this one night when she came home and fcund her daughter Dee
and Dee*s brother naked on the couch.

Dee was showing her

brother what daddy did to her.
Dee expressed feelings of hate for father.
two needs:

This satisfied

one, the need not to feel that she separated mother

and father; two, the need to relieve her guilt feeling concern¬
ing her own involvement and pleasure.
all the blame onto her father.

She, therefore, projects

But her own unconscious feelings

cause her to punish herself, ha.te herself and continue to
degrade herself.
Dee feels she caused all her mother*s grief and her major
problem presently revolves around her mother-daughter relation
ship.

She is afraid her mother will rejct her again.

She

wants desperately to communicate her love and sincere feelings
of sorrow to her mother.
mother*s love.

She is and has been doubtful of her

Whether this is her own feeling that she is

unloveable or the rejection exists is something else which she
needs to work out.
Throughout counseling Dee demonstrated and recognized
the need for control.
acceptable self-image.

She also benefited by support of a more
She discussed a fellow whom she said

she loves and hopes to marry.

As the meetings progressed,

she was able more adequately to recognize his failings and
voluntarily decided that she would give him up.

She came to
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realize that she will not be able to reform him and really
doesn't want to.
She began to feel more loved and accepted by her mother.
This also was seen in an increase of waimth and greater com-*
munication through the exchange of letters.

Dee is able to

express her more dependent needs of her mother.

She is

more willing to accept the child in herself now and feel
that she is too young to be married anyway. She just wants to
remain with mother.

She desires a chance to show her mother

that she is as sweet and good as she now feels she is.
Conclusion.

The counselor realized that the counseling

period would only cover a few months.

This time element

demanded the most pragmatic use of the time available.

Hoi*-

ever, this did not indicate a stressful situatL on with the
application of pressure.

Dee's counseling was directed toward

greater self awareness and assessment of the reality situation.
Dee'8 deep and strong guilt feelii^s will, I feel, always
influence her life.

She will inflict self-punishment through

masochistic behavior and continue to hate herself.
prognosis tends to provide a more positive outlook.

But the
She

definitely showed greater ego strength by being able to control
impulsive need for iionediate gratification when long rsnge
pleasure was in store.

And even if she felt she could not
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control herself, she could ask for outside controls.

Dee

relinquished week-end privilege because she was afraid that
she would misbehave and lose her chance of parole.
Her recognition of her need for mother’s love and
acceptance, if successfully handled at home, will aid in
further growth.

Hopefully her mother1s love and forgiveness

will alleviate some of her guilt feelings and enable her to
lead a more satisfying life.

Both counselor and client were

aware that Dee’s problems were many and would continue.
Follow Up.

Dee went home and got a job.

IRien I last

heard from her , she had a new boy friend and *as keeping out
of trouble.

She apparently was able to communicate more

effectively with her mother.
CASE IV
Background Material,

FANNY
Fanny Freestone is a small, seven-*

teen year old girl with the appearance and mannerisms of a
little old lady.

She is a newly converted and fervent Black

Muslim ( a radical, negro, religious sect).

Sh© is one of the

most cooperative girls that has ever been at the school.

And

has provided an excellent standard for the other girls to
follow.
Fanny’s ability to accept responsibility was developed
in a home where she was forced to assume the mother’s role at
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an early age.

She continues to be mother and protector of her

fourteen year old sister, Lilly, who was committed to the
school at the same time.

Both girls had been out of state

with a 33 year old man, Larry.

Lilly and Larry lived as man

and wife and had sexual relations, however, he cared for and
supported both girls.

The girls claim that the mother gave

permission for them to go out of state.

Yet it was the mother

who turned in a conplaint of Runaway.
Additional Information,

prior to leaving, Fanny had

been incesuously involved with her father many times through¬
out a two year period.

Her mother was out a great deal and

left Fanny with the care of her children and the father,
Fanny was baptized a Roman Catholic.

The administration

hoped that the girl would reject the Black Mu8lim religion
during her remainder at the school.

It was suggested that

this be one of the goals of counseling.
Counseling. Fanny was polite and solicitous during the
first meeting.

But firmly informed the counselor that she was

a Black Muslim and had no intention of changing.

Ufcen questioned

about her religion she said "We donft like white people but we
respect them".
As counselling progressed Fahny felt accepted and experi¬
encing no pressure for a change from the counselor.

She lessened
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her defenses.

Fanny was able to express well her feelings of

hostility and hate toward her mother.

She felt that her father

had erred but directed most of the guilt toward her mother,
whom she felt failed in all areas.

Both parents drink and are

extremely weak emotionally deprived individuals.

Fanny felt

that she had been used by her mother and father.

Had Mrs.

Freestone been the responsible mother none of this would have
happened.

She even felt that mother had aided the incestuous

relationship with her father by going out and leaving them
alone so frequently.
Fanny*8 own feelings of worthlessness and her need for
love allowed the relatiohship with her father to continue.
has always felt rejected by her mother.

Faniy

This, plus the lack

of communication between the two, increased her feeling of
alienation.
As counseling continued, Fanny was able to see how both
parents had failed to supply love, guidance and support that
she needed.

Larry, Lilly's boyfriend, supplied all that was

lacking including a strong religious affliation.
Fanny feels that she is waak, but that her religion has
made her strong.

The counselor pointed out that the hate that

she feels is successfully directed toward "whites".

The strict

rules of the religious sect supply the controls inadequate parents
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failed to provide*

Also the teaching of the religion supported

and encouraged feelings of self-love and worth.

She accepted

the reasons, but they did not cause any change in her religious
beliefs.
Conclusion.

Fanny*s growth was seen in her greater

acceptance of herself and others.

With the love and encourage¬

ment the staff has given her, she can now say, "White or Negro,
they have to be judged as people not by their color."
ships with both parents has improved greatly.
also increased.

Relation¬

Ego strength has

Fanny now feels that she would absist from

drinking, dancing and smoking whether she w8f8 Muslim or not.
Actually, her religious fervor has increased.

It is felt that

her examplar behavior has been the result of her religious
affiliation and therefore proved its* worth and meaning to her.
The coulselor never attempted to reinstate the Roman Catholic
religion, but did demonstrate why the Muslim teachings were
so acceptable and important to her.

Throughout counseling,

she was motivated toward growth end greater self understanding.
The degree and intensity of her rejection decreased and feelings
of self acceptance increased.
Follow Uo.

Due to the efforts of the counselor,

and Lilly were paroled to the same foster home.

Fanny

Fanny is working
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and Lilly will attend school in the fall.

Neither of the girls

is troublesome or rebellious.
Fanny continues to demonstrate commendable behavior.
wants to grow up and become a responsible individual.

She

The

counslor feels that she will in no way violate her parole by
acting out.
CASE V
Background Material.

SANDY

Sandy is a lovely looking strawberry

blonde with beautiful green eyes and a refreshing smile.

She

is an alert bright eighteen year old girl who was able to com¬
plete the eleventh grade of school despite strong emotional
turmoil.
It was during this academic year at school that she overtly
and actively rebelled against her parents.

She voluntarily went

to the Saciety for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children.
school nurse supported Sandy1s appeal to the society.

The

She had

seen the eye Sandy’s father had blackened.
The girl apparently did exaggerate her home situation
when she evoked attention and sympathy.

However most of her

verbalizations were based on true happenings in the home which
the parents tried to cover up and deny.

Sandy was acting out

toward a rigid, controlling mother and a passive, explosive
father.
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Additional Information.

The court decided to place Sandy

in a Roman Catholic School for Wayward girls*

Sandy reacted to

this by having sexual intercourse with her boyfriend and then
feeling extremely guilty.

She went to this school but ran

away as she had done at home*
She was then transferred to this school*
of psychiatric help.

She was desirous

She had had two previous counselors to

whom she grew extremely attached.

She met with the psychiatrist,

but it was felt that the more accessible counselor would more
fully meet her needs.
Counseling.

The initial meeting with Sandy was one of

oral aggressive blasts directed against her mother, other
counselors, the state and what ever else she could think of.
It soon became evident that this behavior was a repeat performance
provided for any interested person.

The material she was

verbalizing was extremely meaningful and usually repressed,
however she intellectual!zed it and was merely saying words.
The counselor told the client that she was relating things
which she had obviously related many times.

Sandy felt that

she was doing what was expected of her in a counseling situation.
The client*s strong dependent needs became more evident
as the relationship intensified.

Sandy transferred more and

more of her feelings for her mother on to the counselor.

At
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one point she said to the counselor, "You remind me of my
mother, but your*e everything good in her,"

Later she came

to say, "I love you as a mother, but I hate you as a counselor."
Sandy*s mother had constantly told her that she was
inadequate, no good and could not be trusted.
her in every way possible.

Sandra felt that her mother had

been wonderful until she was fourteen.
mother had a baby.

She rejected

But at that time, the

This child was intended to be a solution

to the family which was drifting apart.
The mother felt secure with the baby but a budding female
such as Sandy was far too threatening for her to understand.
The client felt that her mother had rejected her when she
needed her the most.
The client was able to recognize and verbali ze the
dynamics of counseling more than any other girl counseled.
She recognized her dependent needs and wanted independence.
Her ambivalent feelings were often expressed in this way; "I*ve
got to make my own decisions, good or bad and I deoided this.
Do you think I*m making the right decision?"
Sandy has responded to the limitations and has beooms
more accepting of reality.

She is able to view the entire

problem and then make her decision.

However aoting upon the

decision evokes a great deal of emotional oonfllot.
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Whenever she becomes frightened and insecure she regresses
to the child in herself, longing for her mothers love and
protection.
Conclusion.

Sandy's growth has been noted in her ability

to overcome the need for mother's love in order to fulfill her
drive for independence.

Her relationship with the counselor

has been quite dependent, however she no longer attempts to
see the counselor every day or write lengthy notes.
She realizes that a restoration of the mother~daughter
relationship she longs for is wishful thinking.

She wants

very much to return home, but she is going to complete school
and accomplish this one thing before she does.

The fantasy

world she often regressed to no longer provides the satisfaction
and security it once offered.

However she continues to need

support and guidance from firm caring adults.
Follow Up,

Sandy is presently on parole.

She is remaining

at the school and is working in the homes of the town people
She will be going to school in the fall.
The counselor has maintained the relationship.

Sandy is

doing well at work and is looking forward to her senior year
at school.
SUMMARY
Each individual case had its own specific problems and
needs.

This was true of ever} one of the sixty cases I have
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counseled throughout the year.

I attempted to provide the

atmosphere for a growing relationship

Much was re-education,

but the majority of growth was education that others had
somehow failed to provide.
Every client is accepted as a worthwhile human being
with her own specific needs and conflicts.
these girls need is love.

One thing all

If the client feels that the counselor

is sincere in her feelings and attitudes a productive relation¬
ship will develop based on a growing trust.

Trust is extremely

valuable and must never be misuBBd or taken lightly by a
counselor because it is so difficult to nurture it.
The counselor creates a reputation.

If it is favorable

much of the girls fears are alleviated before the client and
counselor ever meet.
The amount of successful counseling varied with the
individual case.
growth.

The greater the motivation, the greater the

In some cases there was none.

It seems that their

desire for help increases with age.
The counselor felt that her efforts and technique were
more effective with the older girls such as Fanny, Dee and
Sandy.

The younger girl has a more difficult time recognizing

and expressing feelings.

The counselor attempted to work
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within the limitation toward necessary goals.
Chapter V is the oonolusion to the Practicum.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSION
My Orientation and Original Theory of Counseling,

I

became acquainted with the writing of Dr. Carl. R. Rogers
while doing my graduate study at the University of Massachusetts.
I fully accepted his theory and technique of non directive
client centered counseling.

Rogers feels,

If I can provide a certain type of relationship,
the other person will discover within himself the
capacity to use the relationship for growth, and
change and personal development will occur.*8
This one statement includes a great deal of hi s theory
of counseling.

The counselor using a certain technique

and having concrete attitudes concerning counseling is respon¬
sible for creating the atmosphere in which the clientfs
personal growth may result.

The client, Rogers feels, has

within himself the desire to grow, to know himself.

He says

this might be called the drive toward self-actualization.
Ideally, a working relationship based on love, acceptance and
freedom to grow and experience will be established.

Then the

client^ own personal feelings and needs will be experienced
and reflected with greater self understanding and acceptance.
The person will be able to develop the "self#.

This relationship

35-

-

Carl R. Rogers, On Blooming a Person (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1961), p. 33.
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Is an ongoing and flexible thing just as is the personal
growth of the client.

The oounselor must be willing to

give of himself without expecting this in return.
Reogers* technique of counseling tends to be rather
passive and reflective.
for the client.

It is similiar to being a mirror

He does not attempt to analyze the unconscious

thoughts of the client.

He deals with the conscious and present.

The person is accepted as they are.

The client will eventually

volunteer all the information which is of importance to him.
The counseling session is not actively directed by the
counselor.

However the client is guided by understanding and

clarification of thought.

The goals of the client predominate.

This does not mean that the counselor has no goals, but that
they are not directive.
Ideally the counselee is allowed to terminate the re-*
lationship and will do so when ready.
It was with the above thoughts that I came to counsel
at this school.

I was aware and acquainted with the other

theories of counseling, but felt that Rogers1 was the most
acceptable and meaningful to me.
My Actual Experience in Counseling.

I realized that a

counselor, who could not be accepting of herself would be
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limited in her ability to help others attain this goal*
long decided to be myself in life and in counseling.

I had

The

teenage, acting out girl is extremely sensitive to all facets
of other*s personalities.

Unfortunately they are not as aware

of their own personality structure.
I quickly realized that my case assignments were not
self motivated clients seeking assistance in growth.

These

were deprived distrustful, rejected, lonely and guilt ridden
young girls.

They were not going to come to my office and

freely give of themselves.

They had to know, trust and learn

to believe in the counselor.

This person was another adult

and authority figure in the world which was so cruel to them.
The girls have to know the person cares about them.

They will

continually test the counselor with such comments as Myou just
work here to make money."

The fact that the counselor actually

lived on the grounds made her a more acceptable member of the
community.
Some of the girls were so afraid of giving and being
rejected that they would come in and sit fidgeting in their
seat without saying a word.
monosyllables or grunts.

Their answers to questions were

With one client, to sit and talk

about everyday occurences was for her a major step toward
growth.

At one point, I felt that I accomplided so little,
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but in continuing I came to realize how important that little
was.

It all depends on what you expect to result from counseling.

Had I been naive enough to think that a person was going to
change tremendously in a few meetins, I would have been gravely
disappointed.
client does.

The counselor doesn’t cause the change, the
But the counselor helps the client to be aware

of what is happening.
I soon learned that the counseling situation was not
necessarily a re-education.

Some of these girls had been so

neglected that education, support, control, limitations and
acceptance of the reality of the situations became the major
goals for counseling.

How could re-education occur where no

education had existed.
As much as I hated to do it, I found myself actively
directing and counseling the girls.

They had no respect for

authority because of the manner in which it had previously
been presented, without love or caring.

I remember with

repugnance being told by the Superintendent to point out to
a girl the reasons for her behavior.

I did so and I feared

she rejected it and all the other comments of the administration •
I learned to handle this material by saving it for a more meaninful time.

It is said that one should tell the individual why

she is being punished at that time, but too many voices are
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are soon lost in repetition*
I had to learn to understand the need and desire for
control on the part of the client.

This learning to under.*

stand the real needs of the client and to be able to act upon
the understanding is so vital to counseling.
tend to be introspective.

The girls do not

It is too painful.

Many have

defended themselves by limiting their thoughts to concretes.
Possibly because I was somewhat interperative of behavior and
i

more direct than Rogers suggests, much transference of feeling
did take place.

I was the mother figure for some girls, the

sister figure for others and the authority figure for others.
My Present Theory of Counseling.

The population in which

I counsel is a segment of society that deviates slightly from
the norm.

The only deviation is the harmful acts with which

the girls punish themselves and others.

The feelings and

thoughts they have do not differ from others except in degree
and intensity.

An understanding of the milieu, the values

and the needs of the "acting out" female is necessary for
effectiveness.
The "idealist" could easily be crushed.
would only add to the despair.

And the "pessimist"

But the "realist" who has a

healthy attitude usually proves to be the most valuable person
in counseling.

There were times that I was idealistic and times
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when I was pessimistic.

Hopefully I have tried to he realistic.

This approach has proven to he most successful.
vides more adequately for truth and consistency.

Realism pro~*
It creates

less anxiety within the relationship.
My principle counseling techniques and attitudes remain
primarily Rogerian.

While my basic feelings are allied with

his, I have incorporated parts of functional appraoch and
psychoanalytical approach.
The necessary characteristic for successful counseling
is the communication of interest and feeling, which supercedes
skill and techniques.

Sincerity, strong convictions, love of

man and all things that enable man to gow more fully provide
the vital core of counseling.
depend upon the therapist.

The technique adopted will

His philosophy, theory and value

system may effect the relationship that is why acceptance
of others, as they are, is so important.
Each girl is at the school during counseling.

However

she will eventually return to society, which was intolerant
of her past behavior.

The counselor represents society and

the many roles found it it.

This representative should be

able to give, demand, control, support, reflect, limit, direct
and love the client.

The ability of the client to function

within and use of the relationship will be indicative of the
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type of adjustment which will occur outside the school setting.
Direction is necessary for the undirected.
needed for the uncontrolled.

Firm control is

The counselor should be aware of

what is needed and have the resourcefulness to recognize and
assist in the fulfillment of the clientts needs whatever they
be.
It is difficult for one to be objective about one*g
effectivenss as a counselor, but the enthusiasm of the staff
and girls was encouraging and rewarding.
My role as a counselor awarded me much insight and
meaningful experience.
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